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Equipment owned by the Manitoba Gun Dog Association should only be used for MGDA events and should not leave the MGDA's
property unless it is being used for a MGDA event or is being stored off the premises for security purposes.
When not in use MGDA equipment must be locked in the appropriate storage trailer or left in a secure manner.
At the Executives' discretion other entities could be given approval to use the MGDA's equipment.
Requests to use the MGDA's equipment are to be forwarded to the MGDA's Secretary for approval.
Requests to borrow / rent the MGDA's equipment must include:
o How satisfying the request is in keeping with the MGDA's objects (see MGDA's Constitution).
o The benefits that will accrue to the MGDA and / or the MGDA's members
Unless waived by the Executive Committee the requester must also provide:
1. a valid Certificate of Insurance sufficient to cover any liability for loss, injury, or damage to users, dogs or any property. The
minimum acceptable amount is $5, 000,000,
2. the negotiated rental fee in the form of a cash donation to the MGDA,
3. a $500.00 damage deposit,
4. the requesting Club's / Organization’s name, address, CKC number, event type, list of the
Executive, Directors and Event Committee showing name, address, phone number, cellular number
and e-mail address.
If approved the requesting Club / Organization is fully responsible for the conduct and safety of competitors, workers,
participants, observers, etc.
The Manitoba Gun Dog Association will not be responsible for any loss or damage to any dog or to any equipment,
whether the result of an accident or otherwise. Furthermore the Manitoba Gun Dog Association will assume no liability in
the event of an accident or other misfortune to event participants, bystanders, club members, workers or other individuals
using the equipment for any purpose.
The Executive committee will consider whether the event is in keeping with the objects of the MGDA and whether it will conflict with
MGDA's requirements and / or other approved requests and if satisfying the request will be beneficial to the MGDA and / or its members.

